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Introduction



The eyes play an essential role during face to face communication. They provide important information about visual attention and turntaking during human-human and human-avatar interaction. In fact, the eye is a complex organ and gaze is only one of its behaviours. The pupil and the cornea present time-varying phenomena that a realistic eye model should take into account. The primary role of the pupil is to regulate the amount of light entering the eye in response to the changing environmental illumination. The pupil dilates in low illumination conditions and constricts in high illumination conditions. A physiologically inspired (time varying) model of pupil light reflex (PLR) was proposed by Pamplona and colleagues [Pamplona et al. 2009]. Another kind of pupillary movements are hippus which correspond to spontaneous oscillations of the pupil diameter under steady conditions of illumination. It is considered as a chaotic system with period doubling [Rosenberg and Kroll 1999]. In fact, the oscillations (with a frequency equal to 0.2 Hz) go from chaotic to periodic behaviours and vice-versa. Another eye component is the cornea which is a transparent tissue that covers the iris. On its surface, a reflection of the world surrounding the person appears: this effect is called corneal reflection. Only recently, an anatomically accurate eye model (replicating video of human eye) has been implemented that takes into account this reflection [Franc¸ois et al. 2007] but not tested embedded in an avatar interacting with humans. The aim of this study was to build a 3D eye model for virtual humans replicating in real-time corneal reflection, pupil size variation due to bottom-up processes and the hippus phenomenon.
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Eye model



Each eye model was composed of different 3D objects: an eyeball, a pupil, an iris and a cornea. A webcam mounted on top of the screen displaying the avatar and facing the human partner played the role of the avatar’s eyes, ie., provided visual input. Information retrieved from the webcam can help the avatar to sense the physical world and to adapt its pupil size and simulate the corneal reflection phenomenon. Two different images appear on the cornea of each eye. To create an accurate corneal reflection , each eye was processed separately. Two factors were necessary to determine which part of the webcam image needed to be used for each eye: the gaze point and the rigid head motion. Then, the webcam image was cropped around the gaze point. Two separate images (one for the right eye and one for the left eye) were copied/warped onto the 3D cornea objects. A reflection of the world surrounding the avatar can be simulated on its corneas. The pupil diameter of the avatar can be accurately controlled given an estimation of the ambient lighting conditions of the physical world. The average intensity of the grayscale cornea images was computed and used to control the variation of the pupil size via an adapted version of the model of pupil light reflex proposed by Pamplona and colleagues [Pam∗ e-mail:[email protected] † e-mail:[email protected]



Figure 1: Combined corneal reflection phenomenon and pupil size variation for different scenes viewed by the avatar.



plona et al. 2009]. The simulation of the PLR was performed using Equation 1. The variable τ controlled the pupil constriction/dilation velocity and was set to 200 ms for constriction and 600 ms for dilation. Dt corresponded to the ratio of the current corneal image intensity and an intensity threshold. DP LR = Dt (1 − exp−



t−t0 τ



)



(1)



In addition, the hippus (i.e. a low frequency variation of the apparent pupil diameter) was also implemented in our model. During steady conditions of illumination, the hippus phenomenon was simulated by varying between a period of small random pupillary movements (cahotic behaviour) and a period of oscillating (0.2 Hz) pupillary movements (periodic behaviour). Combined effects on the avatar’s eye can be seen on Figure 1. The inclusion of these behaviours in an embodied conversational agents may increase his presence.
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